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Design Statement

80,000 s.f. Supermarket and complementary 
uses on an existing University Plaza super-
block.

Program

undeniable visible presence along 

the road.  Each block contains a 

single two-story window, allowing 

ever-changing views of the city as 

shoppers’ progress through the 

store.  While their arrangement 

creates a sense of deflection 

on the north façade, it allows 

containment on the south.  This 

sense of containment enhances 

the effect of the protruding pods, 

which are arranged to relate 

more closely to the surround 

communities of Corryville and the 

university.

Site Plan 

Reinterpret the traditional one story supermarket building 
type to express underlying functional relationships between 
building uses.

Accommodate the supermarket in a multi-story sculptural 
architectural form that complements the important nature 
of the site as the terminus of short Vine Street and as the 
gateway to the University campus.

Develop the University Plaza super-block to accommodate 
this dynamic architectural form in a unique landscaped 
setting and allow complementary development of housing 
and other retail uses.

Design Goals

Axonometric

Project #1:

The departments, including dairy, produce, and pharmacy, as well as others, are 

represented by concrete “pods” attached to the north façade of the structure.  

Dry-good aisles, represented by orthogonal “blocks,” form the south façade.  The 

division of building functions into separate components allowed for unique 

opportunities in their arrangement.  After several variations, their final composition 

had several intentions. 

The block arrangement, each shifted slightly from the next, was meant to deflect 

fast moving traffic from Taft Road around the building site while providing an 
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Upon studying the interior of existing Kroger grocery 
stores, particular characteristics emerged with 
relation to the functional layout.  The departments, 
located around the perimeter of the “box,” had an 
inherent desire to be self-contained.  Their nature was 
of an interior focus as if to be completely independent 
from their adjacent spaces.  Contrasting this, the 
monotonous rows of dry-goods, centrally located 
in plan, lacked the spatial experience of the more 

Elevations

Project #2:
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specialized departments.  
These conceptual ideas are 
manifested in a truly sculptural 
architectural idea.  The 
departments, including dairy, 
produce, and pharmacy, as well 
as others, are represented by 
concrete “pods” attached to the 
north façade of the structure. 
Dry-good aisles, represented by 
orthogonal “blocks,” form the 
south façade. 

Floor Plans


